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Abstract

Transition metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides (MXenes) have become an appealing

framework for developing various energy applications. MXenes with van der Waals (vdW)

interactions are facile, highly efficient, affordable, and self-assembled features that improve

energy density. MXenes exhibit large surface area, high electric conductivity, and excellent

electrochemical characteristics for various energy applications. This review summarizes and

emphasizes the current developments in MXene with improved performance for energy

storage or conversion devices, including supercapacitors (SCs), various types of

rechargeable batteries (RBs), solar cells, and fuel cells. We discuss the crystal structures of

MXenes properties of MXenes and briefly discuss them for different types of energy

applications. Finally, the critical outlook and perspective for the MXene progress for

applications in energy applications are also described.

Keywords: MXenes, supercapacitors, capacitors, rechargeable batteries, solar cells, fuel

cells.
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1. Introduction
Energy consumption from limited fossil fuels has increased

due to global population growth and rapid industrial

development [1-3]. The excessive use of these energy supplies

significantly impacts the world economy and environmental

protection [4, 5]. Ecologically acceptable, affordable, and

viable energy production and storage technology are urgently

needed to fulfill the world's rising energy demands [6, 7].

Using sustainable energy sources like solar, tidal, and wind

energies are most alluring and practical strategy [8, 9].

Nevertheless, because of the abrupt climate change, the power

produced from these natural resources is sporadic and

unreliable [10, 11]. Following that, the most considerable

difficulty is storing the electricity produced by these sources

[12, 13]. To solve the issues concerning storing electrical

energy, researchers have been inspired by the disadvantages

above to create an efficient energy storage system with vital

characteristics like high energy and power densities and

outstanding cycle performance [14, 15]. This has drawn much

interest to electrochemical energy storage technologies like

SCs and RBs, frequently found in portable electronics like

multi-media-based systems, smartphones, tablets, and health

check equipment [16, 17]. The Ragone plot (Figure. 1) [18]

illustrates the comparison between SCs, Cs, fuel cells, and

different RBs regarding energy and power density. One of the

most popular energy storage technologies, RBs, has less

power than SCs, incapable of withstanding extreme

temperatures, and is efficient during the charging phase of

their life cycle. [19, 20]. Conventional capacitors cannot

function at low temperatures, have a lower energy density, and

have a longer charging-discharging time than SCs. This shows

that Cs, which has an intermediate state, bridges SCs and RBs

[19, 20].

Recently, producing 2D materials-based electrodes with high

performance has been a significant focus because of their high

specific surface area (SSA), flexibility, 2D atomic and

exceptional physiochemical properties, thermal properties,

electrical properties, and considerable mechanical strength [21,

22]. Researchers continuously broadened the 2D materials

family after discovering the first 2D graphene material, which

gained attractive attention because of their unique physical

and chemical characteristics [23]. The 2D materials, including

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), polymer, hexagonal

boron nitrides, metal oxides, MXenes, etc., show outstanding

results [24]. MXenes, an emerging family of 2D materials,

have drawn much interest and shown excellent performances

for EES and conversion devices based on theoretical and

experimental studies [25-27]. Because of their intrinsic

properties, such as rich surface redox chemistry, fascinating

mechanical properties, high SSA, metallic conductivity, and

hydrophilicity, they are capable of fast ion transport and

tunable electronic band gap, they are unique [25, 26, 28].

MXenes work exceptionally well and finding more

applications, including in energy storage devices and energy

conversion, etc., for improving their performances due to their

characteristics [28, 29].

Figure 1. Ragone plot illustrating Power Density Vs. Energy

Density of differ

However, several problems remain to be resolved, including

low capacitance issues, weak surface functional groups,

unreacted microstructure, and a tendency to aggregate or stack,

which reduces the SSA; as a result, the number of active

surface sites becomes less [30]. Various tactics have been used

to determine these problems and enhance their performance
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for energy applications, including surface modification,

doping, structural control, and making MXene-based

composite materials with high electrochemical performances

[31, 32]. This review summarizes and focuses on current

developments in MXene that have improved performance for

energy storage devices and energy conversion applications

such as Cs, SCs, RBs, catalysts, solar cells, and fuel cells. We

briefly review the crystal structure, MXene characteristics, and

their exceptional performance in energy storage devices and

conversion applications. We outline the critical outlook and

prospects for MXene research and development for energy

storage devices and conversion applications.

Figure 2. The crystal structures of MXene, (a) M3A2Tx, and

(b) M2ATx.

2. Crystal Structures and Synthesis of MXenes
In 2011, the Gogotsi’ team discovered a family of 2D metal

carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides known as MXenes

(Ti3C2Tx) [33]. The MXene family has overgrown due to the

MXene material's unique qualities, such as their combination

of conductive features, metallic properties, and hydrophilicity

[34]. MXenes’ general formula is Mn+1ATx (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) [35],

where “M” stands for early transition metals (Ti, V, Nb, Mo,

etc.), “A” belongs to the group III-A or IV-A, represents

carbon or nitrogen and Tx stands the surface termination group

─O2, ─(OH)2, ─F2,. MXenes are regarded as an emerging star

material due to their fascinating characteristics, including high

conductive nature, increased SSA, simplicity of dispersion in

solvents, and superior functionalization ability [36, 37].

MXenes utilize a pseudocapacitive behavior for a double-layer

charge storage process, exhibiting rapid ion movement and

redox reactions [38, 39]. MXenes are helpful for larger

lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) due to their exceptional

mechanical strength at the nanoscale [40, 41]. As shown in Fig.

2, MXenes come in various formulations based on their crystal

structure, including M3A2 Fig. 2(a), M2A, Fig. 2(b), etc.

Most reported MXenes are created by carefully choosing

metallic atoms from their precursors, known as MAX, and

then etching them with chemicals. In this instance, MAX

phases are part of a large family of about 70 stacked carbides

or nitrides [42]. The etching of the A-layers causes various

surface termination groups, such as ─F, ─O, and ─OH, to be

substituted, which increases the material's hydrophilicity.

Various methods are used to synthesize MXenes that comprise

epitaxial growth, bottom-up approach, and top-down etching

exfoliating process [43, 44]. Several procedures are available

in the research, including HF etching, hydrothermal synthesis

method, in-situ HF formation etching, alkali etching,

electrochemical etching, molten salt etching, etc [45, 46]. The

synthesis method of MXene from Max phases is illustrated in

Table. 1.

3. Proper ties of MXenes
MXenes gained significant attention as an electrode material

in energy storage devices and conversion systems [44, 55].

Each type of MXene has a distinct set of unique and special

properties that can significantly improve the electrochemical

performance of energy storage and energy conversion devices

(Fig. 3). MXenes possess excellent electronic conductivity due

to their metallic nature; this property allows for efficient

electron transport within the material, reducing internal

resistance and improving the overall performance of devices

[56]. Their large SSA can accommodate more active sites for

electrochemical reactions [57]. They also exhibit high ion

diffusion rates because of their open, layered structure, which

enables fast charge/discharge rates in devices, making them

suitable for high-power applications [58].
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Table 1. Synthesis methods of MXene from MAX phases.

Methods MXene Parent MAX

phases

Etchants Etchant

condition

Sur face

Group

Ref

HF etching Ti3C2Tx Ti3AlC2 50 wt% HF RT, 2 h ─OH, ─O, ─F [47]

HF etching V2CTx V2AlC 50 wt% HF RT, 90 h ___ [48]

HF etching Nb2CT Nb2AlC 50 wt% HF RT, 90 h ___ [48]

HF etching Ta4C3Tx Ta4AlC3 50 wt% HF RT, 72 h ___ [42]

In-situ HF

formation etching

Ti2CTx Ti2AlC 6 M LiF +

0.9 M HCl

40 °C, 15 h ─OH,

─O, ─F

[49]

In-situ HF

formation etching

Ti3C2Tx Ti3AlC2 1 M NaHF2 60 °C, 24 h ─OH,

─O, ─F

[50]

Alkali etching Ti3C2Tx Ti3AlC2 1 M NaOH +

1 M H2SO4

80 °C, 100 h +

80 °C, 2 h

─OH, ─O [51]

Electrochemical

etching

Ti3C2Tx Ti3AlC2 1 M NH4Cl +

0.2 M TMAOH

5 V, 5 h ─OH,

─O, ─Cl

[52]

Molten salt etching Ti2CTx Ti2AlC ZnCl2 550 °C, 5 h, Ar ─O, ─Cl [53]

Other etching

methods

Mo2C Mo2Ga2C Ultraviolet light

(100 W)

3–5 h ─O [54]

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the MXenes properties.
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MXenes are generally chemically stable in a wide range of

electrolytes, enhancing the durability and cycle life of devices;

this stability is crucial in extending the lifespan [59]. MXenes

can be easily functionalized or modified to improve their

electrochemical performance; for example, different surface

terminations and intercalations can be applied to tailor their

properties to specific device requirements [60]. These unique

properties of MXenes make them promising materials for

improving the electrochemical performance of energy storage

devices. Therefore, using MXenes in various components of

devices, energy density, power density, and overall device

lifespan can be enhanced, leading to more efficient and longer-

lasting energy solutions [61]. Here, in this section, we briefly

study the properties of MXenes, such as electrical, mechanical,

chemical, and thermal properties.

3.1. Electr ical proper ties of MXenes

The 2D MXenes are well known due to their electrical

properties that have been extensively studied using theoretical

calculations, and multiple investigations show the enormous

range of fascinating electrical properties that may be obtained

by varying compositions [62]. Like the MAX phases, the

M3X2Tx, M4X3Tx, and M5X3Tx MXenes are metallic, resulting

in strong electric conductivity due to the M-d states close to

the Fermi level [63]. The electrical conductivity of MXene

also depends on surface termination groups: MXene with

fluorine surface termination has metal-like conductivity, and

MXene with oxygen termination group shows semiconductor-

like conductivity [64]. The semiconductor-to-metallic varying

electronic properties of MXene are due to M and X elements.

Numerous M2XTx compounds with surface terminations,

including Ti2CO2, Sc2CF2, and Sc2C(OH)2, have a

semiconducting character, according to first-principles

calculations [62]. Similarly, the blade-coating process was

used to create Ti3C2Tx-MXene, which had a strong electrical

conductivity of 20 kScm−1 [65]. At very low temperatures (less

than 10 K), Nb2CTx-MXene showed superconductivity with

surface functional groups of S, Se, Cl, and NH [66]. Robust

electrical conductivity makes fast electron/ion transmission

conceivable and avoids needing an individual conductive

substance or current collector [67]. The electrical properties of

MXene enhance the electrochemical performance in various

energy storage and conversion applications.

3.2. Mechanical proper ties of MXenes

2D MXenes, due to their ability to fold, roll, and twist

mechanically, with exceptional mechanical properties because

of the strong covalent bond between transition metal elements

and carbon and nitrogen, quickly satisfy the needs of energy

storage/conversion applications [68]. According to theoretical

calculations, pristine MXene, like M2XTxwith M = Ti, Hf, Mo,

Sc, and Zr, has a tensile strength of approximately 92 –161 N

m−1, proving it to be intensely mechanically stable [69]. The

Young's modulus of the Ti3C2Tx-MXene monolayer was

measured by the elastic modulus tester and atomic force

microscopy (0.33 TPa), which is more than 2D materials

produced using the solution method [70]. The MXene flakes

decorated into thin films using the hydrazine foaming method

create porous MXene foams that are freestanding, flexible,

hydrophobic in nature, and lightweight [71]. Different surface

termination groups also affect MXene mechanical properties;

MXene with oxygen ─O surface termination is more elastic,

rigid, and stiffer than with surface termination ─F and ─OH

[64]. MXenes have several outstanding potentials that make

them the perfect candidate to be utilized as a material for an

electrode in flexible energy storage and conversion

applications, including bending resistance, flexibility, and high

tensile strength. The study of the mechanical properties of

MXene provides a way to understand the importance of

MXene in EES applications and energy conversion devices

because of their exceptional physicochemical merits,

multilayered structures, flexibility, and excellent strength.

3.3. Chemical proper ties of MXenes

The early transition metals of MXenes, such as Ti, Nb, and Ta

(M-layers), are nonreactive and generate different MXene

compositions with variable spacing between layers [72]. The

fascinating features of 2D-MXene materials, such as high SSA,

high melting point, low toxicity, significant electrical

conductivity, and abundant redox surface, were created during

the etching of AI layers in the MAX phases [73]. This will

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/covalent-bond
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enhance the electrochemical performance of MXene material

in energy storage applications and energy conversion devices

[73]. The surface functionalized groups provide a highly

hydrophilic nature to MXene and make it soluble in water.

Heteroatom doping impacts the Fermi level, ion transport, and

MXene bandgap. Dopants with specific valance, boding, and

dimension configurations will function better for

storage/conversion [74]. Due to MXenes' versatility, they can

serve various valuable applications, such as energy storage

devices, water purification, lubrication, photocatalysis etc. Its

exceptional electrical thermoelectric and optical properties

make MXene suitable for multiple applications [75]. Most

investigations on MXenes also reveal that they have a variety

of unique physical and chemical characteristics, including ion

mobility, structural characteristics, and electronic transport

features, making them attractive with improved

electrochemical properties for use in electrochemical energy

storage and energy conversion [76].

3.4. Thermal proper ties of MXenes

The wide range of oxidation properties displayed by dry

MXene affects the thermal stability of Ti3C2Tx-MXenes’, and

these characteristics are influenced by both the chemical

makeup of the material and the presence of an oxidizing

environment. At 200 °C and 1000 °C, respectively, Ti3C2Tx-

MXene partly oxidizes to TiO2 (anatase) in an oxygen

environment, while it oxidizes to CO2 and H2O at 1000 °C in

an air environment [77]. In an argon environment, Ti2CTx-

MXene survives in temperatures up to 375 °C but in the air

only up to 150 °C [78, 79]. In the chemical expression of

MXene MnTx, the stability of MXene increases by increasing

the value of n, which decreases MXene; the lesser the binding

energy, the more stable MXene will be [80]. The vacuum-

assisted filtration process fabricated thin Ti3C2Tx-MXene film

arrays that exhibit exceptional high-temperature thermal

camouflage capabilities for indoor and outdoor applications.

These Ti3C2Tx-MXene thin films offer a wide temperature

range of thermal camouflage, ranging from -10 °C to over

500 °C. Additionally, they have a significantly lower radiant

temperature (higher than 300 °C for an object above 500 °C),

long-term stability in high temperatures or flames, strong

electromagnetic interference shielding efficiency, and

adaptable concealed Joule heating capacity [81]. The

characteristics of thermodynamically metastable MXene have

exposed metal atoms on the surface, possess high surface

energies, and oxidize spontaneously in the air [78]. The

thermal conductivity of MXenes can also facilitate heat

dissipation, making it more reliable for EES applications and

conversion.

4. MXenes for Energy Storage Applications
Electrochemical energy storage (EES) devices, including Sc,

SCs, and RBs, are on the front line in addressing the rising

need for high-energy devices among the many energy storage

technologies [25, 34]. Although there are significant

advancements in Sc, SCs, and RBs, utilization of such EES

still has some significant obstacles at the grid scale. For

instance, attaining elevated power density and energy density

simultaneously and the unaffordability of EES devices are

substantial obstacles to its wide application use [82, 83].

Recently, MXene, a newly discovered material belonging to

the 2D family, is a promising electrode material for

electrochemically based Sc, SCs, and RBs [34, 84]. MXenes

possess enormous electrical conductance properties,

mechanical properties, SSA, and functionalized surfaces of

transition metals, making them suitable electrode materials for

high energy and power density [36, 37]. The charge storage

mechanism in MXene material is based on pseudocapacitive

storage, where quick ion intercalation occurs between MXene

layers. The MXene layers are stacked to reduce the time active

sites are exposed to the electrolyte while allowing quick

intercalation, and this combination produces the charge

storage density-specific capacitance without sacrificing cycle

life or power density [85, 86]. Considering the superior

electrochemical properties of pristine MXenes, several

difficulties exist, including the layer aggregation and

restacking of MXenes caused by hydrogen bonding and vdW

interactions [87, 88]. Due to this, the utilization of MXene's

effectiveness for high-performance ESDs as an electrode is

zhampered. MXene decorated composite with other materials
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[89, 90] to stop it from restacking, oxidizing, and degrading is

one of the simplest ways to overcome the limits of MXene

discussed above.

4.1. MXenes-Based Electrode Mater ials for

Supercapacitors

SCs, due to their substantial cycle life, elevated power density,

and quick charging-discharging rate, have shown to be the

most advantageous options [91, 92]. SCs can compete with

RBs, although their energy density is much lower; this

necessitates additional studies to address these issues and

investigate useful electrode materials without losing the SCs'

power density for next-generation devices [93]. 2D MXenes

have demonstrated remarkable electrochemical characteristics

due to their strong metallic conductance, transition metal

content, and hydrophilicity of their ─OH or ─O terminal

groups [63, 94, 95]. Fast ion transit and higher ion

accessibility provided by MXenes-based composites improved

the performance of SCs [96]. Therefore, ongoing research and

development in this area aims to investigate and maximize the

potential of MXenes, advancing high-performance and

energy-efficient SCs.

Recently, Javed et al. [97] utilized a one-step hydrothermal

process for embedding nickel–cobalt–sulfide (NCS)

nanoflowers heterostructure (HS) into exfoliated

Ti3C2Tx−MXene layers (HS−NCS@MXene). The NCS

nanoflowers were uniformly distributed and formed a

sandwich-like shape in layers of MXene. In assembling

HS−NCS@MXene//AC–AHSC, the negative electrode was of

activated carbon (AC) material, and the positive electrode was

of HS−NCS@MXene composite material. The AHSC

delivered a specific capacitance of F g−1 at 1.5 A g−1 with a

steady cyclic life of 92% up to 20,000 cycles when operated in

a potential range up to 1.6 V. Additionally, AHSC exhibited

high power density (1196 W kg−1) and an energy density (80

Wh kg−1); therefore, HS system gave exceptional

electrochemical properties for AHSCs due to the combined

effectiveness of NCS and MXene. The scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) in Fig. 4(a). demonstrated the NCO

nanoparticles sulfurization and vulcanization into NCS

nanoflowers, which were then more equally distributed on the

surface of MXene nanosheets.

111111

Figure 4. (a) HR-SEM image of HS−NCS@MXene, (b) The PDOSs of the HS−NCS@MXene, (c) CV profile at different scan

rates, (d) GCD profile at different current densities, reproduced from ref [97] Copyright (2022), reproduced with permission

from Elsevier.
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Furthermore, the impact of the HS−NCS@MXene was

examined by density functional theory (DFT) simulations. The

HS system had improved conductivities with metallic

characteristics compared to the NCS and MXene as it crossed

the Fermi level with stronger states (Fig. 4(b)). In Fig. 4(c), the

cyclic voltammetry (CV) profile of the AHSC are represented

at various scan rates from 1 to 50 mVs−1 in the voltage range

from 0.0 to 1.6 V. All CV profile contained a discernible pair

of redox peaks, indicating a hybrid-pseudocapacitive charge

storage mechanism. The remarkable reversibility and stability

of the AHSC were further ensured by the well-maintained

shapes of CV curves at high scanning speeds. Fig. 4(d) shows

the GCD profile recorded at different current densities (1.5 to

10 A g−1) in the voltage range of 0.0 to 1.6 V. The virtually

symmetrical GCD curves with a little voltage drop showed

good electrochemical reversibility and respectable Coulombic

efficiency.

4.2. MXenes-Based Electrode Mater ials Capacitors

Thanks to the high SSA, large interlayer spacing, and

outstanding electrical conductivity, MXenes The Li+, Na+, K+,

or Zn+ diffusion processes can quickly transfer electrons [98,

99]. However, the restacking problem of 2D MXene hampers

electrode and electrolyte interaction suppresses their capacities

and rate capabilities, lowering EES's electrochemical

performance [100]. Anodes and cathodes for lithium-ion

capacitors (LICs) are based on those used in batteries. Because

of their exceptional energy and power density, primarily

governed by their anode and cathode's physical and chemical

parameters, they can be attractive candidates for future EES

systems [101]. Furthermore, sodium-ion capacitors (NICs)

have shown their promising use in upcoming low-cost energy

storage technologies [102]. The rapid storing characteristic of

Na+-ions in the electrode material determines how quickly

these devices can operate. The development of potassium-ion

capacitors (KICs), which have an anode as a battery type and a

cathode as a capacitor type and exhibit Faradaic and non-

Faradaic reaction processes, has been proposed [103, 104].

High power, energy density, and suitable cycle life are all

possible with the hybrid mechanism and "accordion-type"

reaction process. However, creating appropriate electrode

materials is extremely difficult because of the enormous radius

of K+ [105]. Zinc-ion capacitors (ZIHCs) employ anodes of Zn

metal and gained popularity because of their low redox

potential, environment-friendly nature, and sizeable theoretical

capacity [106, 107].

Using a Na-biphenyl radical anion complex solution, Naguib

et al. [108] reported Na pre-intercalated MXene with a high

concentration (up to 2 Na per Ti3C2Tx formula). Combining

computational simulations with an investigation of the neutron

pair distribution function revealed several sodiation sites and

the creation of 2D sodium domain structures at interfaces and

surfaces. On a small scale, the density functional tight-binding

(DFTB) approach identified the presence of Na+-ions that

greatly impacted the induced layer charges and the

oxidation/reduction process. The pre-sodiated MXene's

electrochemical performance in Na+-ion Cs demonstrated

outstanding reversibility and promise during testing. To

further comprehend element-specific charge shifts in layers of

Ti3C2O2-MXene, Fig. 5(a) displays a sample snapshot from a

DFTB simulation. The Mulliken population analysis described

the electronic charge distributions before and after sodiation,

and the straight black line showed that each atom had its

charges before sodiation. The CV profile at 0.1 mVs−1 is

demonstrated in Fig. 5(b); as Na was already present between

the layers of the sodiated samples' Ti3C2Tx, the testing of CV

began with the charging procedure (from open-circuit voltage

to 3.0 V vs. Na/Na+). A prominent irreversible sodiation peak

was visible in pristine Ti3C2Tx (without pre-sodiation) at 0.5 V

vs. Na/Na+. The irreversible peak for Na2Ti3C2Tx and

Na1Ti3C2Tx was less than that of pristine Ti3C2Tx, while there

was no discernible peak for Na0.5Ti3C2Tx. As seen in Fig. 5(c),

Na2Ti3C2Tx, which had more pre-intercalated Na than

Na1Ti3C2Tx and Na0.5Ti3C2Tx, had a higher first-cycle de-

sodiation capacity than those two compounds. The

charge/discharge profiles for Na2Ti3C2Tx, Na1Ti3C2Tx, and

Na0.5Ti3C2Tx are shown in Fig. 5(d) at various testing rates.
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Figure. 5. (a) Sodiated MXene (Na1Ti3C2O2) structure, presenting the four sodiation sites correlation to the Ti3C2O2 layers, the

corresponding Mulliken charge populations, (b) CV curves, (c) First GCD cycles, (d) Charge−discharge curves, reproduced from

ref [108], Copyright (2021), with permission from the American Chemical Society.

Figure. 6. (a) Schematic representation of methods used for deposition SnO2 material on Ti3C2 MXene nanosheets, (b) a

Fourier-filtered HR image, (c) Comparison of the first cycle of CV, (d) Cyclic performance, reproduced from ref [118]

Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.
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The identical morphologies of all the charging/discharging

profiles, including behavior like that of a capacitor or battery,

proved that the observed capacity resulted from a mix of

structure–controlled processes and sodium ion diffusion.

4.3. MXenes-Based Electrode Mater ials for Batter ies

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) offer prominent energy densities

for hand-held electric devices and electric cars [83, 109]. The

high-performing electric vehicles and energy storage

applications at large scale, such as electric plants and grid

applications, need high energy and power density; this could

prevent LIBs from fully meeting these demands [110].

Contrarily, monovalent non-lithium alkali metals (Na+, K+)

and multivalent metals (Zn2+, Mg2+, and Al3+) have attracted

much interest [111-113]. Therefore, new batteries are being

developed as low-cost, high-safety battery alternatives; for

instance, Na+-ion batteries (NIBs), K+-ion batteries (KIBs),

and Zn2+-ion batteries (ZIBs), Mg2+-ion batteries (MIBs) and

Al3+-ion batteries (AIBs) [114-117]. Advanced battery

electrodes should generally withstand repeated

charging/discharging cycles of different RBs while

maintaining electron/ion transport and structural durability,

which calls for materials for electrodes with appropriate

physicochemical features and good electrochemical properties

[114, 116]. But as no electrode material on the market today

completely satisfies these stringent requirements, effective

efforts are underway to research and meticulously build new

materials for electrodes methodically. MXenes, however, are

intriguing materials for battery applications due to their

distinctive characteristics.

Alshareef et al. [118] used atomic layer deposition (ALD) to

grow SnO2/MXene sheets and fabricated a composite anode

for LIBs applications. The anode preserved the structural and

mechanical reliability of the MXene substrate while taking

advantage of the high Li+-ion capacity provided by SnO2. The

ALD conditions were utilized to coat SnO2 on MXene,

concluded with ─O, ─F, and ─OH groups, and it was

discovered that these groups were crucial for halting MXene

breakdown. Fig. 6(a) demonstrated a graphical representation

of three distinct processes and impacts on MXene sheets by

these processes. During hydrothermal synthesis, the high

temperature, pressure, and aqueous environment results in the

development of SnO2 particles on deformed MXene

nanosheets. A Fourier-filtered HRTEM picture of MXene

containing SnO2 crystallites is displayed in Fig. 6(b) to

demonstrate the dispersion of SnO2 on MXene sheets.

The CV profile of the MXene-electrode and SnO2/MXene

hybrid electrodes are shown in Fig. 6(c) and were calculated at

a scan rate of 0.2 mVs−1 in the potential range of 0.01 to 3.00

V (vs. Li/Li+). The cathodic peaks were observed: three were

large, and two were small at 1.39, 1.18, 0.78, 0.50, and 0.01 V,

respectively, in the first cathodic scan of the as-prepared

MXene-electrode. The following cycles saw the disappearance

of the prominent peaks at 1.39 and 0.78 V, which was

attributed to the Li+ ions becoming trapped between MXene

sheets. The third prominent peak at 0.01 indicates the carbon

lithiation in the anode material. The cyclic performance of

SnO2-coated MXene anodes was evaluated in range (100 to

1000 mAg−1); however, Fig. 6(d) compares the results at 500

mAg−1. The as-prepared MXene exhibited a first-cycle

discharge capacity of 260 mAhg−1; after 50 cycles, it displayed

a consistent capacity of 109 mAhg−1. The first-cycle discharge

capacity of the SnO2/MXene composite anode was 736

mAhg−1, and after 50 cycles, it maintained a steady 258

mAhg−1 capacity.

Through experimental and theoretical studies, Yao et al. [119]

verified that MoSe2/MXene possessed better electrochemical

performances and electronic properties than MoS2/MXene.

The electronic properties calculations revealed that MXenes

mainly contributed to the HS system's conductivity; however,

MoSe2/MXene showed a slightly lower diffusion barrier than

MoSSe/MXene. The conductions of related HS systems, for

instance, MoSSe/MXene, were superior to MoSe2/MXene,

particularly when the Se was coupled with MXene. The results

of the calculations also showed that MoSSe/Ti3C2-MXene was

more appropriate for NIB anodes since it had a more excellent

theoretical value of capacity (593.3 mAh/g) and a lesser open

circuit potential of 1.538 V than MoSe2/Ti3C2-MXene. Fig.

7(a) displays the XRD patterns of MoSe2/Ti3C2Tx composite
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Figure. 7. (a) XRD patterns, (b) Initial discharge/ charge curves, (c) Stable position Na in the interlayer of HS, diffusion barriers

of Na, and saddle points, reproduced from ref [119], Copyright (2023), with permission from Elsevier.

Figure. 8. (a) Schematic illustration of paths for the diffusion of K+, structural model of VSe2/MXene@C, (b) FESEM image,

(c) CV curves, (d) Cycling capacity in the long-term, reproduced from ref [120] Copyright (2022), with permission from

Elsevier.
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and MoS2/Ti3C2Tx HS systems, which showed a small

oxidization peak at 25°, caused by CTAB's hydrothermal

oxidation protection. Ti3C2Tx MXene's surface-grown MoSe2

and MoS2 efficiently prevented their unfavorable spontaneous

accumulation. Fig. 7(b) depicts the GCD profile of both HS

systems at 0.2 Ag−1, sloping without a plateau section, and

MoSe2/MXene offered a greater initial capacity than

MoS2/MXene. Two HS systems' initial discharge/charge

capacities were 571.7/407.3 mAhg−1 and 588.4/416.6 mAhg−1,

respectively, with an initial Coulombic efficiency (ICE) of

70%. Fig. 7(c) depicts the location of Na inserted into HS

layers, which was similar to the Na when it was adsorbed on

just the two components, and offered the energy barriers of HS

systems were 0.473, 0.631, 0.447, and 0.419 eV, respectively.

The structure interlayer spacings at the saddle point were also

estimated, as seen in Fig. 7(c). A slight energy barrier was

offered by shifting the position of the saddle point of the

MoSeS/MXene hybrid structure to the left.

Through the hydrothermal method, Liu et al. [120]

successfully fabricated the VSe2/MXene@C with a

hierarchical three-dimensional (3D) structure. A

VSe2/MXene@C composite with a hierarchical 3D structure

was developed using excellent mechanical strength and

superior electrical conductivity of MXene. In particular, strong

covalent interactions between VSe2 nanosheets and O atoms

on MXene substrates secured the nanosheets to the surface.

Covering the carbon layer also prevented VSe2/MXene

degradation and significantly increased the battery's capacity

and cycling stability. The VSe2/MXene@C demonstrated

exceptional electrochemical performance and had the potential

to be an ideal candidate for material for the anode in KIBs.

The schematic illustration and structural model in Fig. 8(a)

show the paths for the diffusion of K+-ions in the

VSe2/MXene@C. Field-emission scanning electron

microscopy (FESEM) examined the morphologies and

microstructures of as-prepared materials. The VSe2/MXene

image (Fig. 8(b)) shows that VSe2 flakes were heaped or

embedded vertically on MXene substrates. Further, CV profile

curves were examined at 0.01 to 3 V with fresh K foils serving

as the reference and counter electrodes. According to Fig. 8(c),

the CV profile first cycle at 0.1 mV s−1 with a potential of 0.01

to 3V shows prominent cathodic peaks at 0.75 and 0.5V,

respectively, but they disappeared in the following cycles,

suggesting the occurrence of a solid-electrolyte interphase

(SEI) film on VSe2/MXene@C hybrid surface. According to

Fig. 8(d), VSe2/MXene@C possessed specific capacitance of

197 at 500 mA g−1, 138.7 at 1000 mA g−1, and 77.2 mAh g−1 at

2000 mA g−1 after 500-cycles. Additionally, the long cycle

process had nearly no unusual charging or discharging

behaviors, and the Coulombic efficiency remained constant at

a high level.

Further, Gao et al. [121] prepared a Ti3C2-MXene-based

hybrid by growing 1T-MoS2 in-situ on Ti3C2 MXene,

presented a successful method for creating a 3D-linked

charge-discharge network HS with enhanced conductivity and

reliable chemical coupling. By inventively fusing metallic 1T-

MoS2 nanosheets with conductor Ti3C2 MXene, larger 1T-

MoS2 interlayers were produced from 9.5 to 9.9 Å and

improved hydrophilicity. Highly stable cycling over time and

remarkable high-rate capabilities were both displayed by

novel-prepared HS. The metallic 1T-MoS2's high capacity was

due to the enlarged ion storage space that resulted from the

layers' wider spacing. The effective synergistic interaction of

both materials in the 3D interconnected networks was ascribed

to the notable long-term cycle stability. Under various bending

situations, the wearable quasi-solid-state ZIB with the 1T-

MoS2/Ti3C2-MXene composite cathode showed steady

electrochemical properties. The phase and crystal structures of

the samples demonstrated by the XRD patterns in Fig. 9(a);

the peaks situated at 2θ of 14.1, 33.2, and 58.8° were

determined to correspond to index (002), (100), and (110)

peaks of the 2H-MoS2. However, the peak located at 2θ of

9.3° was classified as the (002) peak of the 1T-MoS2. Fig. 9(b)

depicts the reaction mechanism; as the discharge-charge

process progressed, Zn2+-ions were reversibly inserted and

extracted at the cathode, along with an oxidation/reduction
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Figure. 9. (a) XRD patterns, (b) Schematic of the mechanism of Zn2+-ion batteries, (c) Cycling performance, reproduced from

ref [121], Copyright (2023), with permission from Elsevier. (d) The working mechanism of MIB battery, (e) Supercell of the

Ti3C2S2–Mg MXene layer along top and front views, showing the reactant, TS, and Mg2+-ion, while arrow shows the direction of

the diffusion, reproduced from ref [122] Copyright (2022), with permission from Elsevier. (f) DOS of three materials and CDD

of Al3+ on g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx hybrid, reproduced from ref [123] Copyright (2022), with permission from Elsevier

reaction at the anode. A decent specific capacity (105.2 mAh

g−1 at 10.00 A g−1) was obtained, maintaining 36.9% of the

capacity attained at 0.10 A g−1. The 1T-MoS2/Ti3C2 MXene

electrode exhibited excellent cycling stability with 93.2%

capacity retention after 3000 cycles at a 1.0 A g−1 and 110.3%

after 50 cycles (Fig. 9(c)).

Christopoulos et al. [122], for the first time using DFT

calculations, reported the Ti3C2S2-MXene structure and

studied its adsorption and diffusion energies of an Mg2+-ion on

the surface of the MXene. They found very strong adsorption

and the lowest energy barrier for Mg diffusion in Ti3C2-based

materials reported so far. Fig. 9(d) shows a detailed schematic

illustration of the working cycle of Ti3C2S2-MXene anode

using Mg2+-ions. The above illustration indicates that using
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Ti3C2S2 as an anode electrode in MIB potentially ensured

faster charge/discharge rates than in the LIB case, as the Mg2+-

ions will be much more mobile than the Li+-ions. During

charging, Mg2+ ions leave the positive electrode (cathode) and

move through the electrolyte to the negative electrode (anode).

Fig. 9(e) shows the transition state (TS), and it was found that

Mg2+-ion sat at the fcc position, thus following the Ti2 – fcc –

Ti2 path. The energy barrier for diffusion of the Mg2+-ions on

the surface of the Ti3C2S2-MXene monolayer was 0.049 eV.

Chen et al. [123] designed a g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx HS to address

the issue of aluminum-storage capacity and rate, which offers

a conductive supporting framework to maintain structural

integrity and accelerate electronic transport. The energy

storage mechanism of the g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx HS cathode was

demonstrated as the reversible intercalation of AlCl4–during

cycling. The battery-capacitance model mechanism in the g-

C3N4/Ti3C2Tx HS accelerated the kinetics of the electrode

reactions. DFT calculations certified that g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx HS

possesses enhanced electrical conductivity and Al3+-ion

trapping capability. As illustrated in the upper panel of Fig.

9(f), the g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx hybrid displayed the most robust

interaction with Al and the lowest binding energy,

corresponding to the excellent ionic trapping capabilities and

stability of heterojunction, which was beneficial for Al

adsorption. The density of state (DOS, Fig. 9(f) lower panel)

revealed that the g-C3N4/Ti3C2Tx composite afforded the

highest DOS value at the Fermi level among three active

materials, suggesting that the

constructed heterojunction enhanced the electrical

conductivity of the electrode material.

5. MXenes for Energy Conversion Applications
Energy conversion research is increasingly being investigated

theoretically and empirically; in terms of energy conversion

devices, layered MXene material uses are generally well-

reported [124-126]. Numerous applications, including

catalysis, triboelectric generators, photovoltaic electrodes, and

thermoelectric generation, have shown how MXenes can

convert energy. MXene, a large family of 2D nanomaterials, is

appealing for various applications due to its physicochemical

diversity [127]. Recently, the studies revealed the potential of

pristine-MXene and MXene-based composite in energy

conversion applications. MXenes have a more adaptable

composition, structure, and surface chemistry than other 2D

materials, and their advantageous features, including metallic

conductance, redox activity, hydrophilic nature, and plasmonic

behavior, make it a promising material to utilize in various

energy conversion applications [128]. The MXene material

showed extraordinary electronic properties because of its

intrinsic metallic nature and, when used as catalysts, can

significantly benefit remarkable electrochemical reactions:

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a critical process in fuel

cells, oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in the fuel cell, and

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) [129-131]. MXenes are

efficient catalysts that increase energy conversion efficiency in

fuel cells and electrolyzers because of their strong electrical

conductance, tuneable surface chemistry, and substantial

surface area. Excellent electrocatalytic activity for water

splitting, a necessary step in creating hydrogen as a clean and

renewable energy source, has been demonstrated using

MXenes. Due to high electrical conductance, large surface

area, and sizeable interlayer distance, MXenes are efficient

photocatalysts for various reactions, including water splitting

and pollutant degradation [130]. The potential of MXenes is

still being explored and optimized to advance high-

performance and effective energy conversion systems.

5.1. MXenes for Catalysts

The catalysts based on MXene material are frequently used in

catalytic reactions like OER ORR [132-134]; the

electrocatalytic mechanisms, as well as the design of MXene

materials, are still up for debate; even the mechanisms

predicted by computational studies are still empirical. To find

highly effective and stable MXene-based catalysts, it is

essential to identify the catalytic pathways using in-situ

characterization methods and quantum chemical calculations.

A promising HER electrocatalyst is believed to be an MXene

with an O terminal because of the mechanism that maximizes

activity in combination with it [135].

The catalyst performance dramatically depends upon the

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/electrical-conductivity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/heterojunction
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/electrical-conductivity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/electrical-conductivity
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Figure 10. MXene-based catalysis current progress in blue and future trends in purple, reproduced from ref [130], Copyright

(2022), with permission from the American Chemical Society.

Figure 11. (a) Schematic illustration of the overall water splitting mechanism, (b) SEM image of CoS2@MXene hybrid, (c-d)

The OER and HER polarization curves, (e) Water splitting device, reproduced from ref [143], Copyright (2021), with

permission from the Springer Nature.
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nature of the MXene functional groups (─O, ─F, and ─OH)

[136, 137]. MXene-based composite layered double

hydroxides and MXenes with hydroxyl group enriched have

been found to have good OER activity owing to their

fascinating metallic feature and attractive electronic structure

[138]. The booming development of catalysts witnessed some

of the catalysts based on MXene material showing comparable

or even better performance than benchmark catalysts [139].

Pristine-MXenes have not yet demonstrated sufficient ORR

activity, and MXenes containing F groups are potential ORR

candidates [140, 141]. However, Pt SACs embedded on

MXenes sheets have demonstrated excellent ORR activity

performance in DFT computations [142]. Fig. 10 summarizes

the development of MXenes in energy conversion (catalysis-

based), and the future trends are indicated in each panel's

purple-colored bottom rows. MXenes are attractive materials

for catalysts for various applications because of their

distinctive qualities, including high surface area, tuneable

electrical characteristics, stability, and adaptability.

Peng et al. [143] reported an all-in-one electrocatalyst system

for ORR, OER, and HER in water splitting by efficient

interface engineering between MXene and highly active

electrocatalytic species (CoS2) through an in-situ hydrothermal

growth and facile sulfurization process. The CoS2@MXene

electrocatalyst comprised one-dimensional (1D) CoS2

nanowires and 2D MXene nanosheets, which led to a

hierarchical structure, spatial electron redistribution, and high

anchoring strength. Therefore, the electrocatalyst achieved

enhanced catalytic activity and long-time stability for ORR (a

half-wave potential of 0.80 V), OER (an overpotential of 270

mV at 10 mA cm−2, i.e., η10 = 270 mV) and HER (η10 = 175

mV). Fig. 11(a) shows the schematic illustration of the overall

water-splitting mechanism of CoS2@MXene. The SEM (Fig.

11(b)) image's morphologies confirm that the CoS2 nanowires

were parallelly anchored on the isolated MXene nanosheets

without apparent aggregation and restacking. Fig. 11(c) shows

that among the series of hybrid electrocatalysts with different

ratios of CoS2 to MXene, CoS2@MXene synthesized with 10

mL of MXene solution exhibited the best OER performance

with the lowest overpotential of 270 mV at 10 mA cm−2 than

CoS2 (323 mV), MXene (431 mV) and RuO2 (302 mV).

Additionally, CoS2@MXene also achieved electrocatalytic

HER activity in the same measurement condition. The

CoS2@MXene composite displayed a smaller overpotential of

175 mV than CoS2 (225 mV) and MXene (260 mV) at 10 mA

cm−2 in Fig. 11(d), which was ascribed to the synergistic effect

between CoS2 and MXene. Based on the electrochemical

performance in both OER and HER processes, CoS2@MXene

composites were adopted as bifunctional electrodes to

assemble into the water-splitting system, as shown in Fig.

11(e).

5.2. MXenes for Solar Cells

MXenes are suitable materials for solar cell application

because of their excellent photoelectrochemical characteristics

[144]. Their distinct electronic structure and strong electrical

conductivity improve the solar cells' performance. In the

visible region and near-infrared portions of the

electromagnetic spectrum, MXenes show widespread

absorption. They can catch a more significant percentage of

solar light thanks to their broad absorption spectrum, which

improves solar energy conversion efficiency [145, 146]. Due

to their advantageous energy band alignment and charge

transport features, MXenes can successfully separate

photoexcited electron-hole pairs. The efficiency of solar cells

is enhanced by the effective charge separation and transport

that prevents recombination and loss of photo-generated

charges [147].

Even when exposed to extreme climatic conditions, MXenes

display outstanding stability and endurance. This stability is

essential for solar cells' long-term performance and

dependability, assuring their efficacy over time [148].

Different transition metals can be used to synthesize MXenes,

resulting in a range of compositions and characteristics. Due

to their adaptability, MXenes can be optimized for various

solar cell types, including organic, dye-sensitized, and

perovskite solar cells [149]. MXenes are simple to include in

current solar cell topologies and production techniques. They

are appealing for practical implementation in solar cell devices
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because of their compatibility with various substrates and

electrode materials. MXenes have much potential for solar cell

applications, but more work is needed to improve their

characteristics, increase their effectiveness, and investigate

new device topologies [150]. Despite this, MXenes are a

promising material for enhancing solar cell technology and

assisting in creating sustainable energy solutions due to their

distinct properties.

Including a 2D-layered Ti3C2Tx-MXene into the precursor and,

for the first time, incorporating it into the perovskite absorber

layer, Ma et al. [151] revealed a novel method to change the

perovskite layer to increase efficiency. According to the

findings, CH3NH3PbI3 crystal size increased due to Ti3C2Tx

termination groups delaying crystallization. It was discovered

that MXene's strong electrical conductance and mobility

accelerated the transfer of charge. After the critical parameters

were optimized, the device's performance was improved by

12% with the help of 0.03 wt% of MXene addition. The

nucleation and development path of a perovskite film

containing the addition of MXene material is represented in

Fig. 12(a).

The performance of the devices is shown in Fig. 12(b) with

and without additive modification. The device's photon-to-

electron conversion efficiency (PCE) was lower than that of

the devices with additions of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 wt%. The

maximum PCE of 17.41% was obtained for the 0.03 wt%

additive–based device in the reverse scan with Jsc, Voc, and

filling factor (FF) of 22.26 mA cm−2, 1.03 V, and 0.76,

respectively, compared to the pristine device's 15.54%, 20.67

mA cm−2, 1.00 V, and 0.75. Further, Jsc was improved in a

0.03 0.03 wt% additive–incorporated device, which agreed

with the incident PCE. The device conductivity was evaluated

using the electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) method

illustrated in Fig. 12(c).

Figure 12. (a) Proposed nucleation and growth route, (b) J–V curves, (c) Nyquist plots, reproduced from ref [151], Copyright

(2018), with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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Figure 13. (a) HR-TEM image, (b) XRD pattern, (c) polarization and power density profile, (d) CV profile of biotic and abiotic

electrode systems, reproduced from ref [158], Copyright (2021), with permission from Elsevier.

The acquired results demonstrated a decrease in charge

transfer resistance (RCT) from 7000 -1800 Ω, indicating

conductivity growth of the perovskite coating. As a result, the

Ti3C2Tx additive's strong electrical conductivity and mobility

helped to improve the Jsc by lowering charge transfer

resistance and promoting charge transfer.

5.3. MXenes for Fuel Cells

Excellent catalytic activity is exhibited by MXenes, especially

in the electrochemical reactions in fuel cells [152]. Their large

surface area and distinctive electronic structure enable

effective catalysis of various processes, including ORR and

HER, and their catalytic activity boosts the performance and

efficiency of fuel cells [153].

In fuel cells, MXenes can act as a supporting component for

other catalysts and improve the stability and toughness of

catalyst components, halting degradation and extending their

useful life. A conductive channel for electron transfer can also

be provided by MXenes, enabling effective charge transport in

the fuel cell [154]. MXenes have layered structures with

nanoscale channels, allowing effective gas diffusion and

transportation inside the fuel cell. This characteristic is

essential for feeding reactants to the catalyst sites, such as

oxygen and hydrogen, and eliminating reaction byproducts

from the fuel cell, such as water vapor. Even in the

challenging working environments of fuel cells, MXenes are

renowned for their outstanding stability and corrosion

resistance [155]. This stability guarantees the fuel cell's long-

term performance and durability, lowering the need for routine

maintenance and material replacement.

MXenes can be made using several transition metals, allowing
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their characteristics to be tailored for specific fuel cell

applications [156]. Due to their adaptability, MXenes can be

optimized for use in fuel cells: proton exchange membrane

fuel cells (PEMFCs) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), as

catalysts, catalytic supports, or gas diffusion layers [155].

MXenes are appealing for large-scale fuel cell production

because they can be made using a reasonably easy and

scalable procedure [157]. They are a possible replacement for

traditional fuel cell materials because of their affordability and

appealing qualities. In conclusion, MXenes provide unique

benefits for fuel cell applications, including catalytic activity,

electrocatalyst support, gas diffusion properties, stability,

adaptability, scalability, and affordability.

Using simple dip-and-dry and hydrothermal techniques, Lee et

al. [158] utilized NiFe2O4 (NiFe2O4@CF), MXene

(MXene@CF), and NiFe2O4-MXene (NiFe2O4-MXene@CF)

to modify a typical carbon felt (CF) electrode. The

electrochemical performance of these modified CF electrodes

was much enhanced, and NiFe2O4-MXene@CF obtained the

maximum power density of 1385 mW m−2, which was 5.6

times greater than that of CF, 2.8 times greater than that of

NiFe2O4@CF, and 1.4 times greater than that of and

MXene@CF anodes, respectively. The HR-TEM image in Fig.

13(a) depicts the fine NiFe2O4 dispersion over the MXene

structure, providing a rougher electrode surface for microbial

attachment. A TEM image showed that the composite

comprised NiFe2O4 nanoparticles with Ni, Fe, and O

uniformly dispersed on its surface and coupled with MXene

nanosheets. Additionally, according to XRD patterns, the

characteristic MXene peaks were found at 8.8 and 18.1, which

correspond to the (002) basal plane and (004) in-plane

diffraction, respectively (Fig. 13(b)). Further, no peak was

observed at 39, corresponding to an Al (104) plane and

showing that it was removed entirely via HF etching, enabling

the effective creation of a 2D structure of MXene. These

microbial growth-promoting gap forms in the MXene

nanosheets enhanced the production of biofilms and the

efficiency of the microbial electrosynthesis system. The spinel

cubic structure of NiFe2O4 showed characteristic peaks at 18.4,

30.2, 35.7, 37.3, 43.3, 53.8, 57.4, 62.9, and 74.5, which

corresponded to the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422),

(511), (440), and (220) planes, respectively.

The MFC performance of the modified electrodes was

assessed using Fig. 13(c), which compares the polarization

and power density profile while adjusting the external

resistance. All modified electrodes demonstrated enhanced

power density compared to the uncoated CF anode. The

NiFe2O4-MXene@CF anode exhibits an elevated power

density of 1385 mW m−2, which was 5.6, 2.8, and 1.4 times

more than that of the CF, NiFe2O4@CF, and MXene@CF

anodes, respectively. The composite creation of NiFe2O4 with

the MXene nanosheets resulted in a significant increase of

anode current, the MXene electrical conductance, and the

existence of many redox-active centers in NiFe2O4 led to

better CV outcomes, as indicated in CV analysis (Fig. 13(d)).

The substantial rise in electron transfer over the other

evaluated electrodes demonstrated NiFe2O4-MXene@CF's

better electrochemical capacity for electrogenesis.

6. Conclusion and Future Outlook
Creating innovative materials for EES and conversion

applications greatly aids the progress of a viable environment.

2D MXenes are intriguing materials because they have highly

conductive layered structures that can accommodate different

ions and tuneable surface chemistry and have the potential to

modify surface redox processes. Due to the several advantages,

MXenes have gained significant attention, making them

suitable for various energy storage and conversion devices.

Their excellent electrical conductivity allows them for

efficient charge transfer and high-power output. MXenes

possess a high surface area, which benefits EES applications

and provides more sites for ions to adsorb, leading to higher

capacitance and energy storage capacity. The layered structure

of MXenes allows for fast ion diffusion, enabling rapid charge

and discharge rates, which are crucial for quick energy release.

They are chemically stable, even in harsh environments, and

their stability is advantageous for long-term use in EES and

conversion devices, ensuring durability and reliability.

MXenes serve multiple functions in one device, such as
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simultaneously acting as an electrode and a catalyst, reducing

the need for additional materials and improving device

efficiency. MXenes have shown potential for hydrogen

storage applications due to their ability to adsorb and release

hydrogen efficiently. This review emphasizes MXenes

features, briefly explains their crystal structure, and describes

their high-performance results in EES and conversion

applications. We describe the most recent developments in 2D

MXenes for SC, SCs, RBs catalysts, solar cells, and fuel cells.

MXene has made considerable strides in recent years, but

many obstacles remain to overcome before it can be used in

EES and conversion applications.
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